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 “Do something out of character…”

With the help of renowned UK composer and conductor Joe Duddell, 

the band have loved delving deep into the back catalogue selecting songs 

to adapt for the show you’ll see tonight, many of which they haven’t 

performed in years. 

“… Something you’ve never done before”

The idea of touring with a full orchestra was conceived in 2009 when 

the band first collaborated with Duddell & the BBC Philharmonic for 

the Manchester Versus Cancer benefit concert at the M.E.N Arena. They 

had a ball and the set – including both oldies and goldies- went down a 

storm. The seeds of this tour were sown.

It’s all about translation

As Tim says, “It is a bit more gritty than you would expect from a 

classical collaboration and it has a Northern edge. The arrangements 

are really different, our songs are open-ended which is anathema to an 

orchestra”.  Joe Duddell remarks, “ James never play the same songs 

twice so the orchestra has had to adjust”. 

Organizing a tour of this nature is not for the faint of heart, and at 

times James feared it would never come together. But the band were 

passionate about the idea and peservered. 

Tonight we proudly present an Evening with James and The Orchestra 

of The Swan and The Manchester Consort Choir....

AN EVENING WITH JAMES





How are you feeling about working on this very unique 

tour?

Larry Gott: I’m excited and scared in equal parts, which is 

a nice balance. When you have a band like us made up of 

seven gobby individuals, all with their own egos, opinions 

and agendas, you go through different phases all the time. 

It is definitely interesting and it’s a good way to show 

weaknesses up taking a different step like this. We know our 

strengths – which is that we love playing live and we always 

rise to the occasion no matter how rough the dress rehearsal 

is – and those things remain constant so we can always fall 

back on them.”

Jim Glennie: “It’s been quite a lot of hard work from our 

side and a lot of learning of songs and learning them to very 

finite detail, which we don’t tend to do as James. We usually 

leave things a little bit looser and play through them but 

with an orchestra, you can’t really do that because it has to 

be scored out for them. It’s fun though and it’s adding a lot 

of songs to the creative pool.

You first worked with Joe in 2009 Manchester Versus Cancer 

charity concert. Have you been wanting to do something 

like this since then?

Tim Booth: Yes. Working with Joe was great and also really 

terrifying. We had a couple of hours rehearsal and then 

we did the gig and we were supposed to be the small band 

at the beginning of the night and we ended up headlining 

playing a very delicate set of orchestral songs to 15,000 

drunken Mancunians! It wasn’t quite what we expected and 

I remember saying to Joe how frustrating it was and that I 

hadn’t really enjoyed it. He said ‘me neither’. So at that point 

we said, let’s do it properly next time. So we’ve had that as a 

concept in our heads after that.”

LG: “It’s been a bit scary too because a conductor’s arm is 

nowhere near as interesting or as useful to a rock musician 

as a kick drum or a snare. He had a better understanding of 

how we worked than vice versa though because he’d been in 

a band himself and he’d worked with Elbow before, so he 

knew some of the hurdles he had to overcome whereas we 
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had no clue.

At what point following the first performance with Joe did 

you start working on this tour?

TB: We made our intentions clear to managers and looked 

into it quite quickly, then last summer we workshopped 

some songs with an orchestra in Manchester, thinking that 

we were going to work with them. The main problem I had 

was not bursting into tears. Listening to these songs being 

realised by an orchestra was so emotional, so I kept crying 

which was quite inconvenient! After that, we played a little 

gig with an orchestra in Portugal and that was fantastic 

and we knew we were on to something to a degree. Since 

then, it’s been trying to work on the economics of it because 

obviously an orchestra and choir cost a lot of money and we 

didn’t want to lose money or charge the earth for tickets.

How did you choose what songs you would play?

LG: For me, one of the interesting elements was letting 

Joe pick the songs, which obviously we normally do. We 

wanted him to listen to all our songs and decide which ones 

he thought he could really do something with. We wanted 

him to be able to take what was already there and render it 

in a completely different fashion. We really liked the list he 

came back with. It was interesting, it involved songs from 

every single album and it included songs not only that we 

hardly ever play, but songs that we hardly ever even think of 

playing because he was choosing them for different reasons. 

It’s almost like having a clean slate.”

TB: “After the first thing we did in Manchester we played 

it relatively safe, so I said to Joe that when he was looking 

at other songs, he should look at some of the more obscure 

songs and I gave him a list of twelve to look at. He came 

back and said great, I’ve worked on all twelve of them! Joe 

has to be inspired by the song so there were some songs that 

we put forward that he didn’t think would work, then he’d 

come back with a song and we’d say yes or no. It has been 

very much of a collaboration so we’ve ended up with a set of 

quite obscure, unusual James songs that many people might 



not know. There are a couple of b-sides in there and a couple 

of songs that normally get neglected that we think are some 

of our best songs that we’ve ever written.

 

Will you be playing your biggest hits in that case?

LG: There are some that we’ll be playing such as ‘Getting 

Away With It (All Messed Up)’ and ‘She’s A Star’ to name 

two, but we won’t be doing ‘Sit Down’. There will be stuff 

we’ve never done live and instruments we’ve never played live 

too. I’ve never played the banjo live for instance. Given that 

there are other instruments like the oboe that can take the 

weight, it’s allowed me to take the hatchet to what I’ve been 

playing and come at it at a different angle. I’m just treating it 

as a fresh start really and trying to forget the history.

TB: I wasn’t worried about leaving some of those songs out 

because we do that now and again anyway. We had a tour 

a year or so ago where we didn’t play ‘Sit Down’ and we’ve 

rested ‘Laid’ before. When a song sounds like we’re going 

through the motions, we can’t play it. We need to either 

rediscover it and find a new way of playing it or just to give 

it a rest. We do that anyway. This will be more extreme but 

the fact is this orchestra and choir make songs that we would 

never play live sound amazing.

Which songs are you most looking forward to playing?

JG: There’s one called ‘Alaskan Pipeline’ which is a very 

little-known James song and it’s very musical – at least 

half the song has passed before the vocal comes in. It’s very 

atmospheric and it’s not a song we’ve played live very much 

but it sounds really beautiful. There’s another song called 

‘Hymn From A Village’ which is another old James song. It 

was one of the first singles we released on Factory way back 

in the day in about 1984 and although it is inherently a spiky 

indie pop song, it just sounds amazing. I’ll never forget the 

first time we played with an orchestra when we played with 

the BBC Philharmonic at the Manchester Versus Cancer gig. 

I normally start ‘Hymn From A Village’ with my bassline 

and the orchestra started the song and the string section 

were picking out my bassline. It was a very special, moving 

experience and one of the maddest things ever. It was such 

a joy. You just think back to 1984 when you were about 21 

and how you could never have imagined being in front of 

16,000 mad Mancunians at the NYNEX having one of my 

basslines played the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra! It just hit 

me as I was listening to it being played on stage. So those 

two songs for me are very special.

Has it been challenging for you all as a band to go back 

to songs you maybe have never played live and re-learn 

them? 

TB: Yes. They’ve been the hardest ones but also they’re the 

most exciting ones. We rotate songs all the time to keep them 

fresh, which is very rare but that is what James are about. 

We’re not about playing the same set night after night. We 

want to play a set that balances audience expectation with 

how well we’re playing, what songs we want to play, what 

the mood of the city is. There’s a huge balancing act when it 

comes to writing a set list and the orchestra tour has taken it 

even further than it’s ever gone before because it’s got Joe’s 

massive influence.

You’ve allowed the orchestra and choir to get very much 

involved with the creative process haven’t you?

JG: Yes. They’ve had to learn a different way of playing too 

but they are loving the freedom to do what we’re asking 

of them. We really want to encourage that because they’re 

fantastic players and very experienced yet they come from 

a world where virtually everything they do is dictated to 

them. It tends to be a conductor’s interpretation of a great 

classical piece. The piece is already written, the conductor 

knows what he wants the orchestra to play and he dictates 

exactly what happens from that moment onwards. We’re 

asking them to suggest things and jump in. We’re not going 

to yell at anyone if they do something different, far from it. I 

think they’re responding to that and I’m sure that musically 

it’s a very different world for them and hopefully it’s quite 

liberating.

How do you feel about playing concert halls rather than the 

usual venues you might visit on a tour?

JG: It’s absolutely fantastic. We got some pictures through of 

all the interiors of the venues and they all look just amazing. 

This will be a different experience for our fans too. But I 

have a feeling it won’t be quite as one-dimensional as us 



on the stage and them sitting down watching. I think we’ll 

break that up as much as we can and I’m sure Tim will come 

up with stuff when he sees each venue to try break those 

barriers down. It will be interesting. I love the fact there’s 

an interval too!  You can go to the loo or go get a beer – 

it sounds very civilised! Musically, I’m not sure how it will 

work but as Joe said, you end up with two beginnings and 

two ends so you end up with two little self contained sets. I 

think it will be interesting for us and for the crowd.

Will it be a challenge to make the sound work in these 

venues?

JG: It may be as symphony halls are very different from 

traditional rock n’ roll venues and I think that will be a 

struggle from our side. We tend to get a chunk of adrenalin 

coursing through our veins and start banging things out but 

I think we have to learn not to swamp the orchestra and the 

choir. Also we’ve worked with the sound man, Barrington 

Bartlett, for many years and he’s also worked with choirs 

and orchestras a lot so he has the experience to somehow 

make these relatively different worlds work sonically. Joe’s 

very aware of that too. He obviously used to be a drummer 

in an indie band so he very much understands our world too. 

It will be challenging but we’ll make it work.

How will you make sure the choir doesn’t sound simply like 

a backing band?

JG: All along, we’ve tried to do things in a non-traditional 

way. We have a lot of instrumentation in James because 

there are seven of us so there are lot of things in James that 

can and have been transposed onto the choir and become 

vocalised. A lot of the time, they’ll be singing what might 

have been a synth part for instance. We didn’t want this just 

to be James banging through the tunes with a string section 

and every now and then, a choir joins in. This was about 

pulling the songs apart and rebuilding them and making the 

songs work with the orchestra. That’s why we want to do it 

and why I think people want to come. Hardcore James fans 

will love it because it is something really different – and it’s 

quite possibly the only time we’ll ever do it as it is logistically 

difficult and quite expensive!

Could you ever have imagined thirty years ago that you 

would be still together, about to tour with an orchestra and 

choir?

TB: No. We always said, let’s give it two years. That was our 

standard joke phrase! There are two really unexpected things 

going on now: one we’re getting bigger in certain countries 

that we never knew. We recently went to South America and 

got mobbed in the airport! In Peru for God’s sake. I’ve never 

been mobbed in airport in England! And then we played to 

15,000 in Lima and 12,000 in Mexico City and we’d never 

even been there before. We had no idea we had an audience 

there because we don’t have record sales data to indicate 

there’s an interest. The audience there is really young too, so 

it’s like, where the hell have you come from?! It’s remarkable. 

The second thing is playing songs you wrote when you were 

maybe 23 with an orchestra and a choir. I go and stand in the 

middle of them and tear up. I had no idea these songs would 

sound like this and would hold up like this and would sound 

so much more emotionally powerful with an orchestra.

LG: I don’t think anybody but a maniacal control freak or 

an utter dreamer could have imagined this. Like life, it’s 

been a process of happenchance and I would never have had 

the arrogance or gall to think that I would be in such an 

amazingly privileged and exciting position as this for this 

long. When we started out, bands didn’t stay together this 

long so there was no precedent. Now here we are thirty years 

after being called ‘Manchester’s best kept secret.’ After ‘Sit 

Down’ that disappeared and then it came back again. We’ve 

been the hippest band in the world and the un-hippest band 

in the world and we haven’t done anything different. It’s just 

perspective. The only way to do it is to carry on doing what 

you do, regardless of what happens.

Could you even have perceived this level of success since 

reforming the band in 2007?

TB: We’d always hoped we’d be a band like Pixies who, when 

you go away, people go ‘oh! They were really good!’ I think 

we were around for so long before then that we were taken 

for granted. We were always arrogant enough to believe 

that our music would last and would at some point get re-

appreciated. You look at someone like Leonard Cohen who 

got slagged off by the press from 1972 to about 1998, then 



he comes back and is hailed as the Messiah. So I’ve always 

seen that there are media cycles and if you think you’ve made 

good enough music, you will outlast the cycle and eventually 

a new cycle will begin. I don’t actually think we’ve had that 

yet because we are again neglected by the media, so I think 

we’re due one of those.

What do you think is the thing that makes James different 

and has made you last so much longer than most other 

bands?

LG: Stubborn pride, a refusal to ever let anyone to tell us 

that we were finished which has happened at a couple of 

points in our career and maybe even a misplaced sense of 

self-belief. I could also say courage and brotherhood. We 

certainly have a unique relationship with our fans and they 

believe in us, which reinforces our sense of belief. Also, we 

know that it’s authentic. When it is creative and we get down 

to writing songs, we consistently create situations where we 

put ourselves under pressure and pull it off and that gives us 

a great sense of achievement and camaraderie. 

What would you like to do once this tour’s finished? 

LG: It’s been a busy few years so when this tour finishes, 

there isn’t anything major on the books. We’re out of our 

record contract as so many groups are and we’re not the 

most internet savvy band in the world so we need to address 

that. We need to sit down and think about how we’re going 

to go forward. We know roughly what we’ll do but we need 

to work out the mechanics because it’s a new world out 

there. The next thing will be to produce a brilliant album. 

We might even take a little break, I really don’t know.

TB: We did two albums last year, we did two albums the 

year before and I did a solo album the year before and the 

recording process is so difficult now because you know 

you’re not going to make any money. So I’m not quite sure 

what we’ll do in terms of recording. The whole downloading 

thing has meant we’re not sure if we’ll record another album 

because we will lose a lot of money doing so. We have to 

think about it. I think UK might need to take a break from 

us next year, we don’t want to overstay our welcome. Maybe 

a festival? 

But next year we tour America and South America and I 

think we’ll be going to Eastern Europe too. We headlined a 

festival in Latvia recently and thousands of people sat down 

when we played ‘Sit Down’ and no one’s done that in 15 

years! So it’s really going where the demand is.

Do you have any ambitions to take this show to an open air 

amphitheatre? 

JG: I don’t know if it will come together but I’d love it if did. 

It would be amazing to do it somewhere like Greece, maybe 

next year, but I’m not sure if it will happen. They have some 

amazing venues there and it would be fantastic if it happens. 

It seems like a long way off at the moment though!

Any final word for fans?

LG: Really we’re only here because of them. We don’t exist 

in a vacuum. We don’t just produce music for music’s sake. 

It only thrives if there’s an audience and I’m so happy and 

grateful and humbled by the demand that people have had 

for our music for so many years.

JG: I’d say to everyone just leave your expectations behind 

and let go and enjoy it. This is going to be a different bunch 

of songs than you might ordinarily get at a James concert 

and these have been worked on specifically for this show. I 

hope that’s appreciated and I think everyone will absolutely 

love it. But it will be an unusual list of songs, there’s no 

denying it! So just be a bit open-minded and enjoy it.

TB: Thank you so much for sticking with us for so long 

because you’ve enabled us to continue and fulfil our dreams 

and live in the bubble of our own arrogance. Playing with 

an orchestra and a choir has been another dimension for us 

and it’s moved us to tears and we’ll try not to weep openly 

and mess up the songs tonight. Please enjoy them and allow 

yourselves to soak it in because I doubt whether we’ll ever be 

able to afford to do this again! These songs have been chosen 

very much with the fan in mind in that we are playing songs 

that they don’t usually hear and that we don’t usually play. 

We believe that you’ve seen us enough over the last years to 

indulge in a gig of this rarity. Much love.





Orchestrator and Conductor 

When did you first think you wanted to work on this project 

with James?

After we first worked together, I think everyone thought 

then that if we had more time to rehearse, we could put on 

something quite spectacular. So it was always in our mind to 

do something more but it was a matter of working out the 

logistics, because it’s not easy or cheap taking an orchestra 

and choir on tour!

You’ve obviously been in a band in the past yourself yet 

work largely now in the classical world. Has it been exciting 

for you to bring those two worlds together?

Yes, it’s brought my two loves together really. I understand 

how bands work and how orchestras work and how to be 

the communication point between the two. Since I’ve been 

composing classical music and working with orchestras, I’ve 

never lost my love of indie music and I still go to more gigs 

than I do classical concerts to be honest! It’s nice to have a 

different sort of audience as well. At classical concerts, the 

audience are usually quite reserved so having a predominantly 

pop audience in classical concert halls will change the 

dynamic as well. It will be nice for them to sit down – if 

you’ll pardon the pun – and listen to the music rather than 

partying and singing along, which James’ audiences usually 

do.

How difficult do you think James found this process?

They’re quite free in their interpretations of songs so they 

instinctively know what’s going to happen next and how to 

keep things going and with an orchestra, things need to be 

nailed down a bit more so everyone knows where we are. 

We obviously can’t expect 23 members of the orchestra and 

16 members of the choir to improvise around what’s going 

on in James’ heads! So there’s a little more discipline, which 

they’ve probably found quite different. Some parts of the 

set will be like that but we can’t have every song like that 

because it would just be a free-for-all. I’m sure it’s not easy 
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for them but they’re professional musicians and they’ve just 

adjusted and got on with it.

How did you go about selecting the tracks you would 

play?

I’ve spent a hell of a lot of time listening to all their back 

catalogue! I still missed a couple of songs that were suggested 

later too. We’re only playing around 10% of their back 

catalogue, which is a staggering thought, so we’re obviously 

going to miss out some of the James’ songs that are always 

in the set. I didn’t just go away and pick the songs though, 

it was largely in consultation with the band. Obviously, 

you need to pick songs that will adapt well to the orchestra 

which means there are some very big songs that we didn’t 

choose. I wanted to do more album tracks than singles, so 

it wasn’t like a greatest hits tour with an orchestra. I also 

wanted to play at least one song from each album if possible. 

Sometimes, it was easier to do ones that were more of a 

blank canvas rather than ones that already had, say, strings 

on them. Probably around a third of the set James had either 

never played live or hadn’t played them for twenty years, so 

they’ve had to re-learn a lot too.

What’s been the most challenging aspect of it for you?

It’s a chamber size orchestra and when we played Portugal 

recently, we had a 45 piece orchestra but this time, it’s 

almost half that number. You get used to having two of 

everything – two flutes, two oboes and so on – so that has 

presented a few practical problems for me. Apart from that, 

the challenge is always not to mess up their music really by 

either over-elaborating or not adding anything that makes 

any difference. I’ve aimed for somewhere between the two. 

I want to bring something to the music, but I don’t want 

to take anything away at the same time. Luckily, the band 

aren’t overly precious about the songs and I’m also not overly 

precious about the work I’ve done on them.”



Was the experience of orchestrating Elbow & the Hallé a 

few years back useful when it came to this project?

Yes and no. That was such a different beast because it was a 

massive orchestra – 90 players – and Elbow’s music is very 

different from James. It’s very slow moving a lot of the time 

and they don’t have a lot of fast songs. Even though they’re 

both bands, they’re very different in the way they operate 

and their music is very different too. But it certainly let me 

learn what worked best – for instance, I hardly ever have an 

instrument playing what Tim is singing because it ends up 

sounding like a musical. Instruments cannot replicate vocal 

lines very well because they don’t have all the inflections a 

voice has, and I learnt that from Elbow and have avoided 

that like the plague this time. Also Tim sings everything 

quite differently each time so if you had things shadowing 

him each time and he changed it, it would be a bit of a risk. 

I wouldn’t want it any other way though. I’m sure he’ll sing 

everything different every night and that’s great.

Joe Duddell has always divided his time & passion equally 

between alternative and classical music. Shortly after his band 

Pullover caught the eye of hip label Fierce Panda, he went to 

study composition with Steve Martland - the only composer 

to be exclusively signed to Factory Records – at the Royal 

Academy of Music. Three BBC commissions Parrellel Lines, 

The Realside and Vaporise led to a publishing contract with 

Schott Music in 2000, the first new composer to be signed 

in over 16 years. After being youngest composer ever to be 

commissioned to write for the BBC Proms in 2000, Joe was 

commissioned again in 2003 to write Ruby, a concerto for the 

percussionist Colin Currie, which was immediately repeated 

at the 2004 BBC Young Musician Of The Year. Joe went 

on to write 3 further works specifically for Colin, including 

Snowblind, which has toured Scotland, Europe and Canada, 

and Freaky Dancer, which toured across the USA with the 

Los Angeles Guitar Quartet. Joe’s cello concerto Shadowplay 

for Thomas Carroll and Sinfonia ViVA! which was also 

premiered in 2003 and repeated at the Lichfield Festival, where 

Joe was composer-in-residence in 2003. He has since been 

composer-in-residence at the Presteigne Festival, which has 

also commissioned a number of works including Mnemonic 

in 2004. In 2009 Joe’s love of alternative music came back 

into play when he was asked by Manchester International 

Festival to orchestrate and conduct Elbow & The Hallé. 

This now legendary collaboration at The Bridgewater Hall 

received unprecedented critical acclaim across the board. 

An immediate commission followed to orchestrate songs for 

James & The BBC Philharmonic at The MEN Arena in aid 

of the charity Versus Cancer, which also featured Peter Hook 

from Joy Division. 2010 will see Joe release his first CD of 

chamber music. Current projects include a large-scale work 

in conjunction with composer Craig Vear and an extended 

orchestra collaboration with James. Joe currently holds the 

position of Reader In Music at the University of Salford.

http://joeduddell.co.uk/

@joeduddell
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The Manchester Consort is one of the city’s most vibrant 

young chamber ensembles.   Since its founding by Greg 

Batsleer and Ged Marciniak in 2006, the Manchester Consort 

has sought to provide a platform for young musicians to 

perform to exceptional standards.  Many of the Consort’s 

members are aspiring young professionals, with several 

studying the RNCM and the University of Manchester.

The programming of this group is demanding and interesting, 

giving audiences the opportunity to hear a wide repertoire 

of lesser known works alongside more familiar pieces.  

Recent successes have included Handel’s Saul and Mozart’s 

Requiem at the RNCM, the Manchester premiere of Arvo 

Part’s Miserere in Manchester Cathedral, as well as two 

extremely successful productions with the RNCM Outreach 

Department of Amahl and the Night Visitors, and West Side 

Story.

The past season included a number of collaborations and 

stunning performances.  Singers from the Manchester Consort 

appeared at the MEN in December with the Band James, 

the whole ensemble performed a programme of Mozart and 

Bach at the RNCM, a performance along side the Halle 

Youth Orchestra and Choir as well as a continuation of its 

relationship with St Ann’s Church.  The Consort has also 

maintained links to education through a variety of projects 

with the Manchester City Council.  Future appearances 

include concerts at the Halifax Festival and the Edinburgh 

Festival performing a premier new work.  

The Consort is delighted to have been invited to and to be 

performing alongside James and looks forward to future 

collaborations of this type.

For more information visit www.themanchesterconsort.com 

or email info@themanchesterconsort.com

THE MANCHESTER CONSORT



Conductor of the Orchestra of the Swan

How did you get involved with this tour?

It was through Joe Duddell. He and I did a project with 

Elbow and the Halle Orchestra and we got on well doing 

that and so when he started working with James, he thought 

of me. We talked about it and did the initial workshops and 

it’s gone from there.

Did you know much of James’ material before working with 

them?

Yes. I couldn’t tell you every one of their b-sides but I was 

a fan and I knew of their importance, especially amongst 

Manchester music. We’re a classical Manchester band and 

they’re a pop Manchester band so combining the two has 

been amazing.

How does working with a band compare to doing more 

classical projects?

It’s very different. It’s much freer and I love it. It’s much 

more of a creative process where people are allowed to 

experiment and try things out. What happens is that Joe 

comes up with the skeleton score for the choir in terms of 

the harmonies, then we think about what might be the best 

voice type, whether it might be very gospel-y or very classical 

or whatever. Sometimes    Joe will just tell us to improvise 

on certain bits and Tim might say a few things to the choir 

about how they want it to sound or he might sing how it 

goes in his mind and we will try replicate that. It’s quite a 

collaborative effort with James’ music at the heart of it.

What’s been the most surprising thing about it all for you?

I suppose just how well the genres have combined and 

how versatile James’ music has been. I’m just loving how 

much the choir are enjoying it and how everyone believes 

in what we’re trying to do. What is fascinating is hearing 

the different styles of music that James can write, from the 

most well-known songs to some of the more instrumental 

and experimental ones.

GREG BATSLEER

What are you most looking forward to?

I think it’s going to be different every night and I’m looking 

forward to seeing how we react to a different audience. It 

will be interesting to see that and see how we keep the energy 

levels up so the audience can feel part of it.



April Frederik.

Television appearances include the world premiere 

performance of ‘Spring’ by Roxanna Panufnik, recorded 

for the South Bank Show, with Tasmin Little and a series of 

concerts and rehearsals recorded for the Xinhua China State 

News Agency.

OOTS’ Explorchestra!® is a highly developed and innovative 

education and community programme and, working with 

our partner school, the Welcombe Hills Special School, our 

players have developed a passion and expertise in working 

with children and young adults with special needs.  In 2009-

10 this resulted in a new Opera, commissioned for Special 

and mainstream schools, A Space Odyssey.

Orchestra of the Swan is resident in Stratford-upon-Avon and 

Associate Ensemble at Town Hall, Birmingham, performing 

at major venues and festivals including the Three Choirs, 

Two Moors, Deal and Lichfield Festivals, Symphony Hall 

Birmingham, Warwick Arts Centre, St John’s Smith Square 

and Cadogan Hall London.  The orchestra has also toured 

Austria and Germany. 

Performances receive widespread critical acclaim and 

appear as Pick of the Week in The Guardian and Daily 

Telegraph. OOTS is a major champion of new music, and 

Spring Sounds celebrates new work with illustrated talks, 

interviews, late night concerts and podcasts.  Spring Sounds 

2011 will include 7 world premieres, 2 European premieres 

and visiting composers, soloists and conductors from the 

USA and a joint commission with the American Composers 

Orchestra.

Previously the orchestra has commissioned work from Joe 

Cutler, Tansy Davies, Alexander Goehr, John Joubert, Joanna 

Lee, Roxanna Panufnik, Paul Patterson, Joseph Phibbs, 

Julian Philips, Dobrinka Tabakova, Param Vir, Errollyn 

Wallen, Shu Wang, John Woolrich and many others. OOTS’ 

Composer in Association is Pete Wyer.

CDs include the world premiere of the Bax Piano concertino 

and OOTS’ recording of music by Copland and Finzi was 

chosen as a Classic Fm CD of the week and recent releases 

include chamber versions of Mahler’s Symphony no4 and the 

world premiere recording of David Mathews’ arrangement 

of Berlioz’ Nuits d’été. 

This spring recordings of Mahler Das Lied von der Erde and 

the Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen and the first volume of 

all four symphonies by Hans Gal and Robert Schumann will 

be released on the Somm and Avie lables and the Autumn 

sees the release of works by Samuel Barber and Aaron 

Copland including Knoxville: summer of 1915 and Eight 

Poems by Emily Dickinson, sung by the American soprano 
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Choral Conductor of the Manchester Consort Choir

How did you get involved with the tour?

One of the most important things we do is commissioning 

new music and one of the composers we commissioned 

about five years ago was Joe Duddell. Since then, we’ve been 

looking for opportunities to work with Joe again so about 

six months later, he got in touch to say he was orchestrating 

James’ songs and would we be interested in doing the tour? 

For us, it’s great to have the opportunity to play for a new 

audience and knowing Joe’s skills as a composer, I knew this 

was going to be good. We knew this would be great fun, but 

would also be done seriously.

How have you found working with James?

They’re fantastic. They really are great. They really know 

what they’re doing. Hopefully the orchestra know what 

they’re doing as well and when you have two groups of 

musicians who are highly skilled in their own field working 

together, it creates a real buzz. We’ve had great feedback 

from the band so far and I hope they really enjoy it too.

How has the process of working with James differed from 

working in the classical world?

It’s more evolutionary. There’s much more improvisation 

from the band’s side than we’re used to but we’re really 

enjoying that.

How do you feel about playing in front of a pop audience 

rather than a classical one?

It’s a great opportunity. One of our mantras is that the 

audience is part of the performance and that’s more obvious 

with a pop/rock audience. I always like to get the audience 

involved and get them sitting on the edge of their seats rather 

than falling asleep. I think everyone will enjoy it and I think 

the band will have a great time too.

Would you like to do this sort of thing again?

Yes, that’d be lovely. Let’s see how this goes first but it sounds 

DAVID CURTIS

so far as if everyone’s having a great time. I think it’s a terrific 

opportunity for the orchestra and it’s helping us reach a new 

audience. Hopefully it might make some people recognise 

our name when we play the Cadogan Hall in Spring and 

maybe they might even come along. We try be very open in 

our performances and encourage people who haven’t been 

along before to enjoy themselves. I just always want people 

to have a great time so we’re really excited about this and I 

hope James enjoy it too.







Alaskan Pipeline

(D minor,    = c. 48)

Joe Duddell

One of my favorite James songs and in some ways an obvious one to do given the soar-

ing horn line on the record. Rarely or never played live this is a hidden gem. The scoring 

is very fragile and shimmering throughout and the end is extended to incorporate several 

contrapuntal layers.

Jim Glennie 

It’s not difficult to imagine this one orchestrated. Fragile and haunting, with a long 

instrumental beginning. We love to write in this area musically and would happily churn 

them out by the truck load. Joe’s version stays true to the atmosphere but stretches the 

themes. Does anyone know why it’s called Alaskan Pipeline? Answers on a postcard to 

Joe Duddell’s house.

Hymn From a Village

(A major,    = c. 60/142)

Joe Duddell

The first James song I bought on vinyl after hearing it at the Hacienda in the mid late 

80’s. This version quotes from Owen Pallet’s solo version which Tim found on YouTube

Jim Glennie 

A slice of fast paced, spiky, indie pop. It shouldn’t work but it does.

It’s mad hearing my bass line plucked by a string section 

Hello

(D major,   . = c. 42)

Joe Duddell 

One of James most delicate and simple songs. It’s also very slow which makes it difficult 

to perform. I’ve added some inner orchestral lines and some solo string decorations but

hopefully not gilded the lilly!

Mark Hunter

Written in my ‘back to back’ studio in Leeds with Tim and Saul. 

I got the slow, brushy loop going, then we jammed the song pretty much first take. Ultra 

sparse instrumentation and a classic Tim performance. Kulas later added the perfect 

piano. Bastard.

Fairground

(G major,    = c. 132)

Larry Gott

Ever since “Sit Down” was arranged for brass band for The Manchester Passion, I have 

enjoyed hearing my guitar figures played on other instruments. The different dynamic 

and tone expressed by new instrumentation never fails to surprise me. Hearing Joes 

string arrangement on Fairground is a joy and with all the melodic information  taken 

care of, i can concentrate on nailing the complex rhythmic interplay between me and 

Jimmy.

Joe Duddell 

Another one from their ‘folk’ period. Constant pizzicato strings keep the rhythm going 

with Larry, while others intertwine with Tim’s fluid vocal. The orchestra’s leader David 
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should have fun with the ‘fiddle’ solo.

Getting Away With It

(D minor,    = c. 136)

Joe Duddell 

One of the big James ‘hits’ and this song is all about pacing and layering of orchestral colorus so it builds throughout 

without losing any of it’s vital energy.

Saul Davies 

Sat in front of my 8 track up in Scotland, guitar in one hand and bottle of Vodka in the other, I found some kind of inspi-

ration for this music. I’d been convinced by Robert Smith’s undying belief that the trick was to have four chords that were 

the basis for layers of sound. I got the chords and got to work. These were nights that started as the sun went down and 

finished when those around me were off to work, suited and booted. I’d collapse, dead and drunk but happy. Over a few 

nights the music grew as the lines and strings went down and as `i bounced between the machine and my DAT. It started 

to soar a bit. It had passion and some grace so it started to sound like James. Beautiful.

Medieval 

(A minor,    = c. 124)

Joe Duddell

From a time where James didn’t care about being in 2 keys simultaneously! There’s a wild abandon in this song so the 

orchestra and choir have to be a bit barbaric and roughen their sound somewhat! Should be a fun ensemble piece.

Larry Gott 

**spoiler alert** marching drums, driving rhythms, a rippling banjo figure that duels with plucked harp, massed chanting 

voices proclaiming ‘We Are Sound” . . . a wall of medieval sound that may well become one of the live highlights of this 

tour.

Space

(D minor,    = c. 100)

Tim Booth 

A lesser known jewel. I love the way the structure keeps travelling forward.

It’s not my best lyric. It’s something about contrasting how on an atomic level we mainly consist of space yet too often 

feel way too dense and Earthbound.

Saul Davies 

I managed to get the beginnings of what became the finished music together in one night. I’d been listening to Talking 

Heads and Carlos Alamar a lot and wanted to try something that had a different rhythmic identity, hence the ham fisted 

“funk” rhythm on the baritone guitar. I thought it sucked actually but stuck with it and managed to build some intensity 

so that by the time Eno got his hands on it and squelched Tim, we had something magnificent, musically adventurous 

with some English oddity intact. 

Top of the World

(A major,   . = c. 52)

Tim Booth 

Such a simple empty song . Not many introverted songs get built around a bass line, especially one so haunting. A per-

sonal lyric of sadness , guilt and regret. 

Saul Davies 

Tim keeps telling me that one day I’ll be regarded as the great violinist he thinks I am! And he cites the end passage of 

Top of the World as one of the reasons. I’m not so sure! I cringe when I hear it - hear only the mistakes, the missed oppor-

tunities. But, regardless of my best attempts to ruin it this is maybe my favourite James song, full of hope and so beauti-

fully played by the rest of them - the rippling bass, the ethereal guitar and keys and in the middle the most delicious vocal 

from Mr Booth. The view from here, is indeed, breathtaking.
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